
Bád Gréine (Sun Boat) - 
Concepts of Bronze Age Celestial Iconography 

and Prehistoric Navigation in Contemporary Sculpture

Abstract
The paper argues the case that archaeology research and sculpture practice can successfully 
influence each other in terms of concepts and technical execution. On the example of a new 
contemporary public artwork it is demonstrated how Bronze Age iconograpy and concepts of 
coastal navigation can be referenced and interpreted through artistic means. Bád Gréine combines 
visual imagery including wave patterns, boat form and zoomorphic references in a large-scale 
sundial sculpture, referencing the distinct iconography of the LBA Vogel Sonnenbarken of Central 
Europe and LBA razors of the Nordic tradition. Introducing Ireland's oldest poetry into the 
argument, the work further draws on recent theories surrounding BA origins of the Irish language.  
The paper concludes with a brief account of a fabrication process that combines LBA metalworking 
techniques (repoussé and clay/dung moulds) with contemporary fabrication techniques, providing 
valuable insight into the chaîne opératoire and skillsets available to prehistoric metal smiths.

1. Introduction 
Bád Gréine (or Éan Báirse Gréine) is a new public sculpture commission at the promenade of 
Waterville, Co. Kerry, funded by the Per-Cent for Art Scheme by Kerry Co. Co. on behalf of Irish 
Water. While the myth of Amergin and the Míl Easpáine was the given theme, the work takes its 
primary inspiration from the Song of Amergin and from seafaring and maritime culture in prehistoric 
times. The artwork depicts a boat emerging from the depth of history, evoking connotations of 
mythical sea creatures and itself transforming into the surface of the Atlantic Ocean behind it. The 
beak-like prow of this imaginary beached or submerged ship forms the gnomon of a large sundial. 
On a more contemporary level of interpretation, the work questions the changed relationship of our 
island nation with the ever-present sea. Technically, the sculpture is fabricated from a cold-worked 
bronze skin, fitted over a cantilevered stainless steel spaceframe, thus combining modern 
fabrication techniques and structural methods with prehistoric repoussé metal working. The title is 
a reference to the sun-ships depicted on razors in the Nordic artistic tradition of the Late Bronze 
Age.

2. Historical Context of the Artwork
Scholars widely consider the myth of the bard Amhairghin Glúingel (Amergin of the Shiny Knees) 
and the Míl Easpáine, the Milesians, to be an early Christian invention. The text recorded in the 
Leabhar Gabhála Éireann (Book of Invasions) describes the arrival of Milesian ships in Kenmare 
Bay and the subsequent events leading to the invasion of Ireland. On arrival, poet Amergin claims 
the land of Ireland by reciting an alliterate riddling poem, The Song of Amergin, together with three 
other masterful poems which remain the oldest poems recorded in the Irish language. The four 
poems cohere to the archaic Goidelic rosc meter of the 5-7th C. but are assumed much earlier by 
some researchers (Graves, 1948). The poetry has been translated into English by several writers 
including Robert Graves, Lady Gregory and recently Paddy Bushe. According to legend, Amergin 
recites the 20-line poem at the moment he steps off one of the thirty six ships on landing in Ireland, 
identified to be near Waterville. The described events are set in the late second millennium BCE 
and Graves, however doubtful, dates the poem to the 13th C. BCE for stylistic reasons which 
would suggest that the story and poetry coincide with the height of the Irish Bronze Age. 

3. Bronze Age Iconography and Maritime References
Bád Gréine contains visual references to navigation techniques that were at the disposal of 
prehistoric seafarers: celestial navigation by means of the sun and stars, the presence of certain 
sea birds, swell and wave patterns as well as cloud formation over far-away land masses. Such 
observations limited pilotage to two-way visibility, a technique where new land could be seen from 



the point of departure (note that according to legend, Íth spotted Ireland from the Bregon tower in 
Galicia) and one-way visibility where the new land could only be seen while on sea before loosing 
sight of home (McGrail, 2015, p.80) approximately near half way. The use of oral, cognitive maps 
may have further aided this kind of navigation: the Irish iomramha, early voyage tales, and to a 
certain degree even the Song of Amergin, cite landmarks, waves and sightings in poetic verse to 
the seafarer.

3.1 The Depicted Boat Type
Given that the oldest depiction of a boat in Ireland dates only to the 1st C. CE (the Broighter gold 
boat), the boat types available and in use here in the Bronze and Iron Ages remain speculative. 
Materials and relevant skills to make significantly-sized, sea-worthy hide-covered skin boats were  
certainly established and remnant use of curachs into present times is notable in this context. 
Sewn plank boats were found or depicted in other regions along the Atlantic seaboard and the 
British Isles (Clarke, 2004), including the Dover and Ferriby Boats. The absence of any evidence of 
such vessels in Ireland, however, is not evidence of their absence in this location. Given the lack of 
relevant archaeological proof, Bád Greine therefore references a generic plank boat, a type of 
vessel that was later preferred by Nordic seafarers. The extended rising stem, ending in a 
zoomorphic stemhead, is indicative of such Nordic ships of the later Bronze Age (Clarke, P., 2004; 
p.135).

3.2 Celestial Navigation
Before sophisticated instruments such as astrolabes and sextants were introduced in Medieval 
times, the sun would have been used for estimating position, direction and tracking of time by 
means of simple sundials. Such navigational means would have been sufficient for voyages 
between Northern Spain and Ireland, as time keeping by sun would have given consistent and 
reliable readings along the similar latitude. For nighttime navigation, Kochab would have been 
closest pole star in the Bronze Age (now Polaris or Stella Maris has become the Northern Star) and 
would certainly have provided guidance to Phoenicean and later Nordic sailors (evident in some 
Icelandic Sagas), together with the relative position of the two 'Guards' of Ursa Major (Cunliffe, 
2001, p.83). The heliacal appearance of Pleiades at dawn in the Northern sky from spring to 
autumn, was another significant celestial mark, as it signified the beginning and end of the sailing 
season in the ancient world. The importance of Pleiades, together with the moon phases are 
evident in their depiction on the Middle Bronze Age Nebra Disk (1,600BCE), a replica of which 
marks the centre point of the stem-shaped gnomon of Bád Gréine. Notably, the disk also depicts a 
symbol that is widely identified as a sun-barge. The important connection of the sun cycle and 
seafaring is evident in the many depictions of the sun-ship on Nordic razors of the later BA 
(Flemming, K. in Clarke, P., 2004; p.131f), suggesting the transport of the sun on a ship during its 
daily cycle. The recurring cycle of the sun may have contained some mystery to Bronze Age man 
and, indeed, Amergin: "Who knows the path of the sun, the periods of the moon". The Vogel-
Sonnenbarken (bird sun-barges) of the LBA Urnfield culture in Central Europe take this 
iconography even further by representing the stem of the ship as a aquatic bird head. This 
particular Bronze Age iconography has provided the visual rationale for the design of Bád Gréine, a 
metaphorical barge that traces the path of the sun with its bird-like stem.

3.3 Significance of the Wave Imagery
Nine waves are referenced in the The song of Amergin. The notion of such ‘great waves’ begin to 
appear in Irish texts as early as the 12th C. while the 15th C. Cath Finntrágha has its literary 
structure taken from the older Cath Trága Rudraigi which is set in Dundrum Bay. Their origin, 
however, may be traced as far back as the Bronze Age, linked to the legend of Manannán Mac Lir, 
the mythical sea-god associated with the Tuatha dé Danann who were subsequently displaced by 
the Milesians. According to various legends, the waves fulfilled a variety of functions: their roar is 
said to announce significant events, death of leaders and kings or potential disasters while 
Cúchullainn used his shield to reflect the echo of the waves to signal over the ocean. Their 
archaeological significance, however, remains purely speculative. After the EBA, highly developed 
craftsmanship in processing and manufacturing copper objects required greater amounts of tin 
than the island could provide and cassiterite imports from Cornwall, France or Northern Spain were 



inevitable. In return, Ireland offered an abundance of copper, gold and highly developed skills for 
their processing for traders from Europe. It is indeed notable that the three waves are located at 
strategic coastal access corridors and in all cases significant ancient metal and ore trading routes: 
Tonn Ruairidhe in Dundrum Bay, Co. Down with access to the gold rich and tin bearing streams of 
Mourne Mountains; 
Tonn Tuaithe or Túag Inber at the Bann Estuary near Coleraine, Co. Derry, the access route to the 
gold-bearing streams of the Sperrins. A large sociopolitical gathering or assembly, the Aenach 
Tuaigh, was held at the Bann mouth according to early Irish literature. Lastly, 
Tonn Chlíodhna outside Glandore, Co. Cork (but possibly referring to the more prominent Dhulig 
off Galley Head that is audible in all conditions? in conversation w. Lynch, D., March 2017) marked 
the access to the MBA copper mines of the wider Mount Gabriel area. 
Westropp also identifies Tonn Mhal off Loop Head which mythologically is associated with 
Chuchullain (Westropp, 1909). 
Could it be significant that the nine waves cited by Amergin would be located at the entrance to 
Kenmare River within close range of the MBA Ross Island mines?
Distinct wave and swell patterns may have allowed sea farers to identify landfall areas and access 
points to inland waterways - a form of tacit knowledge and a common pilotage technique all over 
the world. Wave charts, the Rebbelib and Mattang, where wooden sticks represent swell patterns, 
have been used by Polynesian seafarers for offshore navigation around the Marshall Islands until 
recent times.

"The Three Tonns or Waves of Erin are much celebrated in Irish romantic literature. They 
were Tonn Cleena in Glandore harbour in Cork (see p. 111, above); Tonn Tuaithe [tooha] 
outside the mouth of the Bann in Derry; and Tonn Rudraidhe [Rury] in Dundrum Bay off the 
County Down. In stormy weather, when the wind blows in certain directions, the sea at these 
places, as it tumbles over the sandbanks, or among the caves and fissures of the rocks, 
utters an unusually loud and solemn roar, which excited the imagination of our ancestors. 
They believed that these sounds had a supernatural origin, that they gave warning of the 
deadly danger, or foreboded the approaching death, of kings or chieftains, or bewailed a 
king's or a great chief's death. Sometimes when a king was sore pressed in battle and in 
deadly peril, the Three Waves roared in response to the moan of his shield (see p. 62, 
supra). The Welsh people had a similar legend: when the young Welsh hero Dylan was 
killed, "he was lamented by the Wave of Erin, the Wave of Man, the Wave of the North, and 
the Wave of Britain of the comely hosts." Though the three Irish Waves named above were 
the most celebrated, there were several other noted Tonns round the coast. Scotland also 
had its voiceful waves, as our old books record." (Joyce, 1906, p.110)

'Nine waves' were also significant in respect of the extend of coastal holdings and ancient property 
rules (Brehon Laws and the lost Muirbreatha or Sea Judgements) and are referred to in Amergin's 
song:

"The sea was called muir (gen. mara); fairrge [farriga]; and more rarely lér or léar. If a man 
brought in a valuable article floating on the sea, nine waves or more out from land, he had a 
right to it, no matter to whom it belonged, and whether the owner gave permission or not. But 
if it was less than nine waves out, the owner's permission was necessary (i. e. permission to 
rescue and keep it); and the man who rescued it without this permission could not claim it as 
his own." (ibid)

Triplicity and multiples of ‘three’ were important numerical concepts in the Iron Age. La Téne style 
decoration of Irish Iron Age objects often bear the triskele - three connected spiral patterns of 
neolithic origin that appears in many European cultures. This is also evident in the three ‘legs’ in 
the flag of the Isle of Man which derives its name from the sea god Manannán Mac Lír. The triskele 
can be interpreted as symbolising the life stages of growth, maturity and decline, all of which are 
also evident in the life-cycle of a wave and a fragmented triskele forms the footing of the prow of 
Bád Greine while its planking metamorphoses into nine breaking waves (see above).



3.4 Oral Charts
The iomramha and echtrae of Early Irish literature are accounts of legendary voyages over the sea 
to Otherworld destinations, often in rowed hide-covered boats (similar to the current day curachs). 
These accounts often incorporate descriptions of topographical features, waves and landmarks 
that in some cases can be associated with distinct landmarks visible from sea (Severin, 1978). The 
Voyage of Bran, for example contains several descriptive accounts of locations (Strooth on the 
Inishowen peninsula, i.e. Sruibh Brain) and visual sea features (e.g. Mananan's Chariot - a distinct 
running wave visible outside Ballycastle) that are obvious during a voyage along the Antrim and 
Derry coastline. Bushe (Crowley and Sheehan, 2001) argues that many references in the Song of 
Amergin are associated with concrete topographical features in Ballinskelligs Bay. We are possibly 
looking at a formal, verbal type of the modern-day Passage Plan and even some form of oral chart 
or cognitive map that would have described, reminded or guided prehistoric seafarers along a 
known or unknown territory. Such oral voyage instructions - and later written accounts, notably the 
portolani of the Mediterranean - were common practice for navigators as late as the 15th C. CE 
and still is common practice by one sailor describing a particular passage to another. In case of 
rowed iomramha, the rhythmic pattern of the verse may have also been helpful to guide stroke rate 
or to measured distances with the help of floating objects (the ships log).

Holger Lonze, March 2017
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